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Opening Bonspiel!
Thanks to everyone who participated in the "Back in the Hack" Bonspiel. We hope to make this
an annual tradition to start each season. It was a great way to return to curling and reconnect with old friends!
A event final: Corey Thompson def. Kevin Brown
B event final: Keith Marshall def. Brandon Cohoe

Harold Tanasichuk
We are saddened of the passing of longtime DLCC curler and icemaker Hal Tanasichuk. Known
as "Happy Hal," he won three Manitoba mixed titles, a national mixed crown, a Manitoba senior
championship, and an MCA Bonspiel Grand Aggregate. Click here to read the Winnipeg Free
Press obituary.
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Grassie Competes in Pre-Trials!
Sean Grassie's DLCC team will curl in the Olympic Pre-Trials, held October 25-31 in Liverpool,
Nova Scotia. Three other Manitoba teams are part of the 14-team men's field: Braden Calvert
(2015 world junior champion representing DLCC), Jason Gunnlaugson, and Pat Simmons. The
14-team women's draw includes Manitoba teams skipped by Beth Peterson, Mackenzie
Zacharias, and Darcy Robertson.
TSN will provide weekend coverage, while games will be broadcast daily on Curling Canada's
YouTube channel.

U18 Championships!
DLCC is hosting the U18 provincials, Dec. 26-30, and the club is in need of volunteers. If you
are interested in taking tickets, scanning vaccine cards, scorekeeping, etc. please
contact dlccmembershipdraw@gmail.com.

The DLCC cannot operate without the help of volunteers, and as the saying goes - "many hands
makes light work". If you are interested in helping out and giving back to the club, even if it's for
a very small time commitment, we would love to hear from you.

Click here to Volunteer!
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Click the icons above to view the DLCC's Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and Website!
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